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Our Mission 

The Antigonish Women’s Resource Centre and Sexual Assault Services Association  
– an independent, feminist, community-based organization—works to create personal,  
community and social change for women and their families through direct services,  
community development, education, and celebration. 
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This has been a year of growth, challenge, and learning.  Many times over the past 
few months, I have been reminded of the importance of our work.  The global        
pandemic is disproportionately impacting women, girls, Two-spirit, trans, and non-
binary people.  Far more women than men have become unemployed, and they are 
not returning to the workforce because they continue to be the majority of those 
providing elder and child care.  We also know that the risk of violence that women 
and children have faced during months of self-isolation has escalated.  We were   
painfully reminded in April that our seemingly peaceful rural communities are not 
immune to horrific acts of violence.  We have also been reminded that there is much 
work to be done to overcome systemic discrimination, racism, and violence targeting 
racialized communities, particularly Indigenous people and those of African           
descent.  This has been evident not only in the recent examples of police violence but 
also in the disproportionate ways that they have been made vulnerable to the            
pandemic.  Covid-19 has not created these issues but rather has exposed them.        

                A Message from the Executive Director 

Wyanne Sandler 

Executive Director  

As we look ahead to recovery, we know that we are being called to create a stronger, more just and     
caring world for all of us. Our vision at the Women’s Centre remains consistent, and we will work      
collaboratively to strengthen our communities and do everything we can to eliminate poverty, violence, 
racism and exclusion. We know that as recovery and re-opening begins, our services and supports will 
be more important than ever to the women and girls we work with. Their voices and needs must be    
considered and prioritized as we vision how we will rebuild and recover.  We are living through a time 
of challenge and hardship, but also a time when the cracks and the fault lines in our society have been 
exposed, opening up tremendous possibilities for change.  

Our Women’s Centre staff have been working hard to adapt our services and programs to continue to 
meet the needs of our communities during these challenging times. Poverty reduction, violence           
prevention and supporting youth leadership remain key components of our work. Our services and       
programs for survivors of sexualized violence continue to grow and are integral to our collaborative, 
integrated,  trauma-informed, community-based services.  Over the past year, we have worked at the      
national, provincial, and local levels on committees addressing gender-based and sexualized violence.     

“I’m so grateful for the services at the Women’s Centre.  I don’t know where I would have turned...”  

Our services make a difference in the lives of women, their families and our communities.  In 2019-
2020, over 1580 individuals accessed our services or programs more than 8450 times.  Overall calls and    
visits totalled more than 9865.  Over the year, 311 women accessed our one-to-one support services 
1648 times.  A further 884 individuals accessed Women’s Centre services 1677 times, while 334    
women participated in Women’s Centre programs 759 times.  Our Lindsay’s Health Centre for Women 
health care team saw 423 women and adolescent girls 977 times.   

“…I would not have made it through those first weeks without you and the Antigonish Women's Centre 
and the SANE program." – Survivor in the therapy program 

Our Sexual Assault Nurse Examiner (SANE) Program provided specialized sexual assault forensic     
exams to 35 survivors in five examination sites, and responded to many more calls for support.  Our   
specialized sexualized violence trauma therapists provided therapeutic counselling to 127 individuals 
who were seeking therapeutic counselling to heal from sexualized violence over 639 sessions.   

Over the year, through Justice Matters for Women we provided 233 one-to-one law-related information 
and support counselling sessions to 107 individual women in Canso, Sherbrooke, Guysborough and   
Antigonish.  An additional 383 individuals took part in programs and workshops.   
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Our work with youth remains an exciting part of our programming, and this year we continued to expand 
and deepen that work through multi-year funding from the Public Health Agency of Canada for our Healthy 
Relationships for Youth (HRY) program.  This year 18 schools participated in the HRY program with the 
program delivered to more than 400 grade 9 students by 259 trained youth facilitators.  Sexual violence 
prevention education work with youth and students also continued this year through our Increasing 
Awareness of the Criminal Justice System through Bystander Intervention Training project.  This year saw 
the curriculum translated into French and modules 3 and 4 of the curriculum piloted to over 200 students 
and staff at Nova Scotia campuses.   

Through the Antigonish Guysborough Immigrant Support program we provided support services to 201 
newcomers in Antigonish and Guysborough, and organized a number of events to help support diversity 
and inclusion.  This was helpful both to the immigrant and refugee families moving to our community and 
to the larger community as a whole.   

The Advancing Women’s Equality in Rural Nova Scotia: Partnering to Transform the Context and End 
Sexualized Violence project entered it’s third and final year.  Through this project we partnered with 
Paqtnkek Mi’kmaw Nation, StFX University and the Strait Regional Centre for Education to look at 
innovative ways to change the culture in which sexualized violence is perpetrated, normalized and 
minimized.  Community partners deeply valued the collaboration the project fostered.     

Community partners of all kinds coming together to address this issue has been incredible to witness. 
Instead of people working in silos, different sectors were finally able to come together in an incredible  way 
to address an issue they were all seeing.—AWE Community Partner 

This was the first year for our 5-year Circles of Support and Change: Transferring  Rural Indigenous 
Practices to Other Rural Contexts project.  This year saw five new staff hired and begin to work to create 
survivor-centred circles of support in the African Nova Scotian Communities of Upper Big Tracadie, 
Sunnyville, and Lincolnville; Canso and surrounding communities; and the NSCC Strait Area Campus.   

We remain inspired by the strength and resilience of the women, survivors, and communities we work with, 
even in the face of adversity and injustice.  We continue to work for social and economic justice, peace, and 
a safe and healthy world in which all are valued, cared for and supported.   

Thank you to all who have 
supported and made our work 
possible, and deep, deep 
gratitude to the AWRCSASA 
staff who show such  
dedication, compassion and 
skill every day.  With your 
support, we continue to grow, 
take on new initiatives, and 
work collaboratively with our 
community for a better world.  

Wyanne Sandler 

             A Message from the Executive Director 

AWRCSASA Staff Planning June 2019 

Historically, pandemics have forced humans to break with the past and imagine their world anew.  This one 

is no different.  It is a portal, a gateway between one world and the next.  We can choose to walk through it, 

dragging the carcasses of our hatred, our avarice, our data banks and dead ideas, our dead rivers and 

smoky skies behind us.  Or we can walk through lightly, with little luggage, ready to imagine another world.  

And ready to fight for it.  - Arundhati Roy 
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Women’s experiences and knowledge guide the work of the Women’s Centre.  We recognize that women are 
experts on their own lives and our role is to provide the information and support they need to make informed 
and healthy decisions for themselves and their families.  We are able to support them with information,     
referrals, and advocacy for a broad range of issues and concerns.   

  Services to Women and Adolescent Girls 

Emotional and Problem-Solving Support Counselling 

 
Women, youth, Two-Spirit, trans, and non binary people 
who come to the Women’s Centre may be struggling with 
any number of concerns: poverty; housing; sexual,          
physical and emotional violence; family breakdown;    
parenting; custody, access and maintenance enforcement; 
workplace and social relationships; access to education 
and training; and equity issues.   

Mica Francis and Gisele Carpenter  
Women’s Support Workers 

When a woman comes to the Women’s Centre, we provide 
her with information as well as the short-term and ongoing 
problem-solving and emotional support she needs to make 
positive changes in her life. We assist her in assessing her 
situation, help her develop a plan of action to address her 
concerns, support her in carrying out her plan, advocate on 
her behalf, and when appropriate refer her to other services 
she may find helpful.  Because our services are useful and 
available to women when they need them, other agencies and 
institutions refer women and girls to the Women's Centre for 
support.  

Our Approach to Working with  
Women and Adolescent Girls 

 
We believe: 
♀ all women and girls have the right to 

equal access, opportunity, and full and 
equal participation in society. 

♀ women and girls have the right to make 
informed decisions and to be treated 
with respect and human dignity. 

 
We understand: 
♀  many of the problems faced by women 

and girls are determined by a range of 
inter-connecting social, economic and 
cultural factors. 

♀ these factors impact on women and girls 
in a gender-specific way, which must be 
understood, recognized and addressed. 

♀ helping women and girls strengthen 
their ability to lead healthy lives    
requires a combination of intervention, 
prevention and community 
development services.  

♀ we must work from a holistic 
perspective, which means we work with 
the ‘whole’ person, understand her 
issues to be inter-connected and    
address them as such.  

 
We work: 
♀ at an individual level, helping women 

and girls identify and work through 
their problems, by providing 
information, support, advocacy and 
referral. 

“Many benefits came from this survivor-centred team approach: by being able to address health issues, 

questions related to forensics, and get a continuity of support without having to go from place to place – 

survivors feel believed, valued and empowered.”— trauma therapist on the benefits of our team approach 
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Services to Women and Adolescent Girls 

 
This past year more than 1580 individual women and adolescent girls ac-
cessed our services and programs.  We responded to 4719 calls and 5171 
visits.  Over the year: 

 330 women received support from our Women’s Support Workers, 
who met with them 1840 times. 

 334 women and girls accessed our in-centre programs a total of 759 
times.  

 884 individuals accessed centre services a total of 1667 times.   
 Women and girls were referred by health professionals, community 

organizations, government agencies, and schools. 

The most prevalent issues for which women sought support services 
were: 
  Poverty and Employment Support & Income Assistance (ESIA) 
  Mental health: depression, anxiety, addictions, grief  
  Family and social relationships (including abuse)  
  Housing and tenancy 
  Physical health  
  Law-related concerns: family law, non-family law,  
       child welfare 
 Employment, education, and training 

Serving the Needs of the Whole Community 

We work: 
 at a collective level, providing educational and support programs 

for women, Two-Spirit, trans, and non-binary people, men, and 
youth; 

 at a community level, through community development initiatives 
and by providing workshops and presentations for the public, 
schools, and service providers; and 

 at a systemic and institutional level, addressing the structural        
barriers women and other marginalized groups face as they try to 
take control of their lives, and by advocating for more just and    
equitable public policies and programs to be implemented. 

Vangie Babin 
Women’s Services Coordinator  

Advocacy and Accompaniment 
 

At the request of women who use 
our services, Women’s Centre 
staff advocate for and accompany 
them to legal, medical and social 
service appointments, as well as to 
court and the hospital.  As 
advocates, staff are able to help 
women find answers to their 
questions and negotiate systems 
that can be complex, confusing 
and intimidating.  

Centre Services 
 

The Women’s Centre can be a 
safe and accessible space for 
women to use our public access 
computer, phone, or photocopier, 
to get materials from our library, 
or a referral to the Opportunity 
Shop.  Women also come for gen-
eral information or just to have a 
cup of coffee and a visit with 
Vangie.   

Thank you so much for being so kind and helpful, I really appreciate it.  

Our direct services team takes a person-centred, collaborative 
approach.  Women and survivors who access the Centre are welcomed 
by our Women’s Services Coordinator, Vangie Babin, who ensures 
that they get a continuity of support without having to go from place 
to place.  Our goal is that women and survivors who used our services 
feel believed, valued and empowered.   
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Women’s Centre Programs 

As a Women’s Centre and Sexual Assault Centre, we offer programs that benefit the community as a 
whole as well as facilitated support programs specifically for women, girls, Two-Spirit, trans, and non-
binary people.  Our sexual assault services are available to survivors of all genders. 

♀  Sexual Assault Nurse Examiner (SANE) Program 

♀ Specialized sexual violence trauma therapy  

♀ Lindsay’s Health Centre for Women  

♀ Justice Matters for Women: Rural Outreach  

    in Guysborough and Antigonish Counties         

♀ Antigonish Guysborough Immigrant  
    Support Program 

♀ Healthy Relationships for Youth 

♀ Poverty relief and emergency financial aid 

♀ Emotional and problem-solving support programs 

AGISP Coordinator Jubanti Dhan Toppo 
during an immigrant girls group workshop 

Summer student Parker Poole and Bystander Coordinator Johannah 
May Black at the Women’s Centre display at the Highland Games 
Street Fair 

♀ Violence prevention and education programming  

Women’s Services Coordinator Vangie 
Babin accepting a donation from the     
Antigonish Girl Guides 
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Sexual Assault Services and Programs 

Consultations, Committees and Action on Sexualized Violence 
We participated in community and provincial consultations, committees and social action on sexualized 
violence response and prevention.       

Sexual Violence Prevention Committee –  
Department of Labour and Advanced Education 

In 2018, the Department of Labour and Advanced Education 
(LAE) on behalf of the Partnership [composed of university         
presidents and several deputy ministers] brought together         
government representatives, elected student representatives, first 
responders on campuses, faculty, administration, and  
representatives from community-based organizations with  
expertise in sexual violence prevention to form the Sexual  
Violence Prevention Committee.  The committee developed a 
report and recommendations, and continues to meet to support 
the implementation of those recommendations.  In addition, 
LAE now funds sexual violence prevention and response 
initiatives in post-secondary institutions which are submitted to 
and reviewed by the committee.   

StFX Sexual Violence Prevention  
Committee 

The StFX Sexual Violence Prevention 
Committee is tasked with reviewing the 
University’s sexual violence policy and 
recommending amendments; 
developing sexual violence awareness 
and prevention programs; developing an     
implementation plan; and developing 
approaches to communicate information 
on the university’s progress in              
preventing sexual violence.  The 
AWRCSASA sits on the committee as a 
community representative.  This year 
we continued to support the 
development and planning for the 
implementation of StFX’s new Sexual 
Violence Prevention and Response 
policy, which was developed out of he 
recommendations from the Independent 
Review Panel.  The policy came into 
effect in February, 2020.  AWRCSASA 
staff provided feedback and revisions to 
the draft policy, as well as input to 
shape future policy reviews.   

Antigonish Sexual Assault Response Team (ASART) 
The AWRCSASA was one of the driving forces behind the 
formation of ASART, which meets quarterly to improve 
responses to survivors of sexual violence.  The group held a   
retreat in August to review our terms of reference and          
objectives, given the changes to our services and context over 
the past number of years.  It was decided that rather than a 
shared “protocol”, the group is now more focused on 
information sharing, relationship building, and coordination. 

The AWRCSASA provides a continuum of services to people in our communities who have been  
subjected to sexualized violence.  Our response services include problem solving and emotional support, 
Sexual Assault Nurse Examiner (SANE) forensic and medical care, and specialized sexual violence trauma 
therapy.  Our programs are collaborative and connected with the broader community of care providers.  
Providing services that meet the needs of people in our communities who have experienced sexual violence 
is key to our work.  We supported our staff in accessing the training they need to continue to advance their 
skills and learning.  We worked at the community as well as the provincial levels to call for increased 
services for survivors and to improve sexualized violence response and prevention policies and practices. 
 
The AWRCSASA also does sexual violence prevention and education programming, through our youth 
work as well as through workshops and presentations to service providers and other community  
organizations.  This connects with and is informed by our social change work through our projects and  
programs.   

Expert Opinion for Elizabeth Fry Society of Mainland NS 
Trauma therapist Pam Rubin created an expert opinion for lawyers for Carrie Low, a sexual assault 
survivor who is challenging the 6 month limitation period for making complaints about police conduct.   
The case has gained widespread attention and may set an important precedent for survivors.     
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Sexual Assault Services and Programs: 

Sexual Assault Nurse Examiner (SANE) 

SANE Program Managers Felicia Felix-
Macdonald (left) and Heather Blackburn (right) 

The SANE Program Model 

The SANE Program provides emergency 
24/7 response  to six exam sites: 
 

 Lindsay’s Health Centre for Women 
 St. Martha’s Regional Hospital,  
 StFX Health & Counselling 
 Strait Richmond Hospital 
 Aberdeen Hospital   
 Guysborough Memorial Hospital.   
 

SANE Services are provided in a safe, 
supportive, non-judgmental and 
confidential environment to individuals of 
all genders 13 years of age and older.  
 
Survivors 16 years of age and  
older are provided with  information 
about their legal options. They determine 
whether and when to involve the police.   

The AWRCSASA SANE program is proud to be able to 
provide specialized, compassionate, trauma-informed care 
to those who have experienced sexual violence.   
 
This year the SANE program continued to provide 
leadership, advocacy, guidance and support to agencies 
and service providers working to improve access to 
specialized services for those impacted by sexual violence.  
Our education and awareness-raising initiatives helped  
increase the visibility of our program and our model of 
service delivery within a rural context. Our dedication to 
violence prevention through targeted education around 
media literacy, healthy relationships, and consent with 
youth has created opportunity for enhanced dialogue to 
better understand the lived experiences of youth who are 
survivors, while also building trust and awareness of the 
SANE program. Our commitment to investing in 
education, training, and equipment ensures that those 
individuals who use our program will have access to a 
competent, trauma-informed, dedicated team of nurses.  
 
All of this work demonstrates our ongoing commitment to 
meeting our goal of ensuring all Nova Scotians impacted 
by sexual violence have access to supports that are 
accessible, trauma-informed, non-judgmental and 
empowering to survivors and their families. 

The SANE program is a community-based program of the Antigonish Women’s Resource Centre and 
Sexual Assault Services Association, delivered in partnership with the Nova Scotia Health Authority 
(NSHA). SANEs provide survivors of sexual violence with medical treatment as well as options for follow-
up care.  Forensic evidence can be collected and stored for up to six months.    

SANE Program Staff 
In October, Heather Blackburn resigned from 
the program manager role, and Felicia Felix-
MacDonald moved into the position.  We 
have been fortunate to continue collaborating 
with Heather in her new sexual violence 
prevention and advocacy role at StFX. 
 
Kendra MacEachern, a newer member of the 
SANE team of nurses, was hired two days per 
week as the SANE Site and Response 
Coordinator. Kendra has been an important 
support in managing the day to day program 
operations.  
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Sexual Assault Services and Programs: 

SANE 

Overview of SANE Program Usage  

 This year we provided services to 33 victims/survivors of sexual assault, 3 of whom were female-
identified and 2 male-identified.  The majority of clients were between the ages of 17-25 years old. 

 The majority of assaults took place on the weekends. July was the busiest month with 7 cases.   
 The SANE program responded to 20 cases at the Aberdeen Regional Hospital (9 of these were transfers 

from the Colchester Regional Hospital), 9 at Saint Martha’s Regional Hospital, 5 cases at the StFX 
Health and Counselling Centre, 2 at the AWRCSASA, and 2 at the Strait Regional Hospital.  This 
represents a significant increase in cases being seen at our community site at StFX.   

 27 sexual assault examination kits were collected, 6 of which were immediately handed over to police.  
The remaining 21 kits were frozen and 8 of these were handed over to police at a later date.  

 44% of the cases were reported to police.  This continues a downward trend from 76% of cases reported 
to police two years ago.    

 The SANE program also responded to 14 calls to the SANE crisis line that did not result in a need for 
acute SANE services.  These calls are from survivors, family and friends of survivors, police and other 
professionals requesting consultation on appropriate management and care.   

 The SANE program received ten subpoenas for court testimony.  Six of these resulted in SANEs 
providing testimony, a written statement, or being called as witness.    

SANE Skills Building and Training 2019-2020 
SANE nurses received ongoing education and review in the following areas:  
 
 Skill Development and Maintenance 

SANEs received training on safety planning from Naomi Society, watched a webinar on suicide risk 
assessment and response, received education on a new emergency contraceptive (ELLA), received a 
presentation on trauma-informed practices, and viewed a video on treating victims who present with signs 
of non-fatal strangulation.   

 Current Research and Information on Social Trends  
Team members took part in various educational forums and conferences on topics such as human 
trafficking, cyber safety, healthy masculinity and mental health, consent, and supporting survivors of 
sexual violence from the 2SLGBTQ+ community.  

 NSHA Provincial Policy for Victims of Sexual Assault 
We worked collaboratively with other SANE program Managers/Coordinators on the new provincial 
policy  to provide clarity and guidance to ER staff when providing care to survivors of sexual assault.  
Education on the new policy was provided to ER staff at St. Martha’s Regional Hospital.     

 International Association of Forensic Nurses - Forensic Nursing Conference   
September 11th-14th, 2019.  Felicia Felix-MacDonald, Program Manager and SANE nurse Heather 
Mosher attended the IAFB conference in New Orleans, which was attended by over 1200 forensic 
nurses.   They were able to attend many informative educational sessions to enhance clinical skills and 
competency as well as to improve client response and care.   

“Thank you for this service. I don’t know what I would have done without the SANE nurses/program” 

Community Education 
Community education is a key activity of the SANE Program and we welcome opportunities to raise 
awareness throughout the community. Information about the SANE Program is located in doctors’ offices, 
the Paqtnkek Health Centre, hospital emergency rooms, Youth Health Centres, Public Health Services, Kids 
First, Leeside Transition House, Strait Area Women’s Place, and the StFX Health and Counselling Centre.  
Information on how to access SANE services is available by calling *811, *211 and the Kids Help Phone. 
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Sexual Assault Services and Programs: 

SANE 

Kendra MacEachern,  
Response Site Coordinator 

Working with StFX 
SANE Program Manager Heather Blackburn participated in the welcome week sexual violence forum on 
Sept. 2nd.  Farrah Khan delivered a very engaging and entertaining keynote on gender based violence and 
violence prevention.  The keynote was followed by a panel of local service providers.  SANE, 
AWRCSASA, RCMP, St.FX Health & cCunseling and the Student Life office were all represented on the 
panel.  We were each given two minutes to describe our services/roles in responding to sexual violence on 
campus.  Students were then invited to anonymously text questions to members of the panel.  The majority 
of the questions focused on the university’s approach to investigating reports of sexual violence. 
 
Heather also participated in a series of consent education sessions for StFX residences in September.  A 
team of three AWRCSASA staff and two students made up the facilitation team.  Although attendance was 
lower this year the students who attended were very engaged and there were some rich discussions.   
 
On November 22nd, Kendra MacEachern joined other service providers at StFX to provide information on 
the SANE program to the students of the Peer Support program at a resources round table discussion.  

Sexual Assault Awareness Month: I Ask, April 2019 
 

Our Sexual Assault Awareness Month Proclamation was signed on April 9th by Warden Owen McCarron, 
Municipality of the County of Antigonish, and Andrew Beckett, Student Services at StFX.  MP for Central 
Nova Sean Fraser sent a video message.  The event was co-hosted by Heather Blackburn and Avery Carter 
from Family Services of Eastern Nova Scotia.  Annie Chau and Arwen Sweet were asked to present on 
how their programs related to the theme.  Other activities throughout the month included: 

 The Casket interviewed Heather and Avery Carter after the proclamation and printed an informative 
article in the casket highlighting the importance of consent education and other violence prevention 
efforts across the region.   

 Heather was invited to guide a lunch & learn discussion on sexual violence and the SANE program at the 
Strait Area Women’s Place on April 16th.  There were 10 women in attendance.  The themes of the 
discussion included support services, medical following, safe places for disclosure and victim blaming.   

 We continued our weekly Casket submissions throughout the month of April. 

SANE Provincial Expansion and Provincial Coordination  
The AWRCSASA SANE program works in collaboration with SANE 
Coordinators at Tri-County Women’s Centre, Every Women’s Place, 
Avalon Sexual Assault Centre and the developing program in the 
Northern zone. This partnership has been very beneficial in terms of 
peer support and alignment of policy and practice across the province.  
Some highlights of provincial coordination and SANE expansion 
include: 
 monthly teleconferences with all of the SANE program 

coordinators/managers;  
 the expansion of SANE services to the Northern Zone;  
 a provincial standard operating procedure for emergency 

departments across the province which clearly outlines the roles 
and responsibilities of healthcare professionals when patients 
disclose recent sexual assault in the ED setting; and  

 provincial coordinators worked together on an abstract to present 
at the annual IAFN conference in September 2020.  
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Specialized Sexualized Trauma Therapy Program 

 
The AWRCSASA Specialized Sexualized Violence 
Trauma Therapy Program is grounded in feminist  
scholarship and ethics, and research-based best 
practices in response to trauma and its aftermath. We 
offer therapy to survivors of all genders, age 16 years 
and older. Sexualized trauma addressed can include, 
but is not limited to, sexualized assaults, abuse, 
harassment, threats, and secondary wounding caused 
by social and institutional responses to sexualized 
trauma. We recognize and continue to deepen the 
program’s understanding of the historical, cultural, 
and intergenerational dimensions of trauma and its 
impact. 
 
Along with providing therapy services at the 
AWRCSASA we provided services one day a week 
in Port Hawkesbury through the Strait Area      
Women’s Place.  We worked with 127 individuals 
and provided 639 counselling sessions this year.    
 
We have continued to enjoy excellent word of mouth 
in the community- many new participants are now 
referred by friends who were previously in the 
therapy program.  
 
The program is also building ongoing relationships 
with other agencies. One way we see this evidenced 
is that we no longer receive inappropriate referrals 
from the medical, justice or child protection systems.  

Another way we see positive partnerships evidenced 
is by outreach from other agencies for support and 
advice around appropriate accommodations for 
survivors. Our focus on safety and respect supports a 
scaffold for survivors to find ways of taking action 
and make meaning of experiences in spite of  
multiple oppressions.  The therapists are frequently 
asked to provide letters to support survivors in the 
legal, educational, medical and community services 
systems.  
 
Looking back over the year, the program has 
affirmed a trusted place in the community of 
survivors and system professionals in the region. The 
people we serve have ranged from age 16 to 76, and 
come from diverse backgrounds and experiences. 
Many have spoken about how difficult it has been for 
them to navigate the complex challenges they have 
encountered over time, when seeking to tell their 
stories in ways that are not diminishing of their 
identity. Across the lifespan there are many 
transitional times which are difficult for those who 
have been subjected to multiple traumas and 
misogynist attitudes, and our program offers a safe 
space for the exploration of turning points in the 
movement toward justice, healing, connection and 
empowerment. 

Pam and Nancy attended the provincial 
meetings of sexual violence trauma 
therapists.  The first was held in Yarmouth 
and hosted by Terri Pitts of the Tri-County 
Women’s Centre.  It included a water 
ceremony with Acadia First Nation Elder 
Marilyn Francis at a remote beach.   

Another meeting was held in Halifax and 
included explorations of groups 
responsibilities and strategies for self-care.   

“I lost everything in the aftermath of abuse. So I have already lived through losing my world. And I’m find-
ing I’m stronger and I’m not as distressed as some people are in the face of what’s going on right now. I 
never thought I would come to this place of appreciating what I’ve been through, but now I am seeing that 
my experience is allowing me to be calm and strong right now” - Survivor in the therapy program 
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Specialized Sexualized Trauma Therapy Program 

Feminist Ethics 
      ♀   Our program is grounded in commitments to personal and social change; 
      ♀   it is informed by intersectional feminist scholarship and practices; 
      ♀   our policies and practices are shaped by multiple accountabilities and  
      ♀   our policies and practices are aligned with best practices in trauma therapy and feminist ethics. 

We continue to offer a relational feminist approach and 
a feminist lens for survivors to navigate and heal from 
their experiences of violence.  We do this by: 
 
 offering survivors decision-making or co-decision-

making over many aspects of their therapeutic 
process, including goals, frequency, duration, 
modalities, pace, location (within the limitations of 
our resources); 

 offering a safe place to have informative general 
conversation about sexualized trauma; 

 sharing information on the social context of 
sexualized trauma to reduce self-blame; 

 offering choices in language that visibilize the 
agency of perpetrators, and the social context, again 
reducing self-blame; and  

 applying the feminist ethics established by our 
guidelines and policies for the program.  

Building Capacity  
Our commitment to best practices included ongoing training which widens the range of what we can offer in 
our sexualized violence trauma therapy program.  Our therapists participated in various PD opportunities. 
  Pam took level 1 and 2 of EMDR training, authorizing her also to practice in this modality. Nancy was 

able to attend a conference in October in San Francisco offered by the Parnell Institute which highlighted 
new developments in applying EMDR practices with trauma.  

 Nancy attended the annual CCPA conference in May. A highlight of the offerings at that conference was 
the learning from Indigenous counsellors and community workers who offered workshops, talking 
circles, and meetings with Elders.   

 Pam attended a webinar on PTSD and traumatic brain injury, as well as a Webex presentation by Sunny 
Marriner on victim advocate case review. Pam also attended a webinar that was specific to many of the 
survivors seen in the program,  "Aging Without Violence" focusing on special needs and resources for 
older survivors. 

 Pam also participated in the webinar “Roots and Resilience : Exploring Healing Centred Engagement 
and Pleasure with Black Survivors of Sexual Violence" led by Yamikani Msosa.  

Pam Rubin, 
Specialized Trauma 
Therapist 

Nancy Gray, 
Specialized Trauma 
Therapist 

The therapeutic modalities most often offered this year included: pycho-education, narrative therapy, 
cognitive behavioral therapy, sensorimotor therapy, mindfulness-based grounding, and Eye Movement 
Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR).  This year has seen an increased offering and interest by 
participants in EMDR, an evidence-based treatment for changing our relationship to trauma memory and 
creating relief for survivors. It is based on allowing natural neurological processing of trauma memories to 
take place that may have previously been out of reach for various reasons.  Our goal in working with this 
modality has been to integrate our specialization and feminist approaches in a meaningful way.  
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Justice Matters for Women:  

Rural Outreach in Guysborough and Antigonish Counties 

Marcia Connolly, 
Outreach Support Worker 

The Justice Matters for Women Program provides rural women  
with legal information, individual support, and advocacy in Canso, 
Guysborough, Sherbrooke and Antigonish.  Adolescent girls and rural 
women identify accessibility as a contributing factor to many of the 
barriers they experience.  Having access to information, resources and 
knowledge in community helps women to create solutions that fit their 
circumstances. Rural communities are experiencing unprecedented 
losses of employment, government services, community agencies, and 
most importantly, people.  The Justice Matters for Women program 
remains an essential service for rural women in the face of these 
challenges. The outreach worker has been a life-long resident of 
Guysborough County and her connection to this area has lead her to 
establish an  extensive network of supportive individuals who promote 
and encourage her work. Community partners refer women to the 
Outreach Worker for information, advocacy and support. 

“Life changing—I do not know where I would be today 

without Marcia’s help in getting me set up with other 

support, and her continued support.” 

 Women and their families deeply value the Justice Matters for Women                                              
program for providing law-related information, resources and support.  Many women seek the services 
of the program for support as they navigate the complex and often intimidating justice system. The 
outreach worker recognizes the daunting challenge and financial burden many women experience as 
matters of custody, separation, divorce, sexualized violence are often a prolonged and expensive 
endeavor. Although the Nova Scotia Legal Aid program is a valuable resource, there are often 
underlying factors such as conflict of interest which impede a woman’s access to legal representation.  
In addition to navigating the legal system, the outreach worker supports clients with poverty, 
entitlements and benefits, mental health and addictions, labour rights, violence, financial management, 
housing and tenancy.   

Services to Women and Adolescent Girls 
 

This year, Justice Matters for Women: 
 

 provided one-to-one legal supports, direct 
services, accompaniment,  and advocacy 
to 107 individual women and adolescent 
girls in a total of 233 sessions; and 

 
 delivered presentations or programming 

to an additional 17 groups and 
community organizations, reaching over 
298 people.   

Legal Education Workshops 
 

Hosting legal information workshops in rural  
communities gives residents access to  
information, law-related support and  
advocacy. Through discussions with  
community organizations and community 
members, we determine community interests 
and provide workshops and information     
sessions that meet explicit needs.   
 
Justice Matters for Women organized 5  
law-related information workshops with 63 
participants in communities throughout 
Guysborough and Antigonish Counties.  Topics 
included tenancy rights and wills and estate 
planning,  In addition, we collaborated with 
community organizations to provide 
information sessions for seniors, youth and 
community members.   
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Antigonish Guysborough  

Immigrant Support Program                  

The Antigonish-Guysborough Immigrant Support Program 
(AGISP) provided settlement and integration support to  
immigrants living in Antigonish and Guysborough.  The AGISP 
focused on one-on-one counselling, including support with    
individualized needs assessment and programming, orientation 
and integration for all eligible immigrant and refugee clients.  
 
In addition to serving a pre-existing immigrant population, the 
AGISP had taken a leadership role across our service area in 
response to the resettlement of refugees. This includes helping 
to support sponsorship initiatives, building community      
awareness and providing direct support to new permanent     
residents arriving under private and government assisted       
programs. The program has built expertise and a network of 
support to address a flexible range of needs  
 
The Immigrant Support Program Coordinator continued to       
initiate extensive outreach work with community based         
organizations, government organizations, the health care system 
and other community groups to foster newcomers’ full access to 
settlement services and resources in Antigonish and            
Guysborough. 

Over the year, our Immigrant Support Program: 
 
 provided direct support to a total of 201 adults and adolescents 

who met the program funding criteria. A large number of    
children benefited from family settlement support, as did  

    visitors to Canada who sought information about immigration; 
 
 provided support through outreach and meeting with clients in 

their homes, and through accompaniment to appointments or 
service agencies;   

 
 assisted the broader community, answering questions related to 

hiring foreign workers, settlement, family sponsorship, and 
general support with clarifying the immigration process; 

 
 responded to numerous inquiries about the Atlantic  
    Immigration Pilot Program and completed settlement plans      
    under the AIPP; and 
 
 translated the Newcomers’ Guide to Antigonish resource   

booklet into Spanish, Arabic, Mandarin, and Bangla and 
created the Newcomers’ Guide to Guysborough.   

Jubanti Dhan Toppo, 
Program Coordinator 

Community Collaborations
    
The Program Coordinator    
attended many meetings  
and worked closely with: 

 ACALA 
 GALA 
 Y-Reach 
 Cultural Connections 
 SAFE, Tri-Heart and CARE 
 Antigonish Community 

Health Board 
 St. Marthas Hospital  
 STFX International Office 
 STFX Adult Education 
 Arts Health Antigonish 
 Antigonish Heritage Society 
 Chamber of Commerce 
 ACOA 
 People’s Place Library 
 Career Connections 
 Town of Antigonish 
 Local churches 
 Office of MP Sean Fraser 
As well as ongoing                 
collaborative initiatives with the 
Y-Reach program, and YWCA, 
ISANS, Nova Scotia Office of 
Immigration and IRCC. 
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Antigonish Guysborough  

Immigrant Support Program                  

The AGISP Coordinator organized or participated in a number of events, presentations, and consultations 
to build a more welcoming community, raise awareness of challenges and barriers faced by newcomers, 
and to advocate for policy and societal change to support inclusion and diversity.   
 The Unity in Diversity Forum and Walk took place in September at Chisholm Park.  The event was 

organized along with other local organizations and featured a wide range of speakers from different 
backgrounds speaking on the themes of diversity and inclusion.  Opening and closing ceremonies were 
provided by the Mi’kmaw community and the keynote address was delivered by Robert Bernard. 

 The AGISP and Department of Adult Education is collaborating on a qualitative research study with 
immigrants and refugees in northeastern Nova Scotia entitled, Successful stayers: Exploring effective 
immigrant settlement services in Northeastern Nova Scotia. 

 The Immigrant Girls Group met on a number of occasions throughout the year, and participated in art 
workshops to create materials for various events. 

 The AGISP played an active role in planning, organizing and presentation during the IWW, 2020: 
‘Generation Equality: Celebrating ‘Sheroes’ of the world.’ More than fifty people participated in the 
event including children. The event brought together immigrant/refugee women and girls to share their 
stories of courage and resilience.  

Building Skills and Knowledge 
The Immigrant Support Program Coordinator participated in courses and workshops that support her work 
and build her skills, including:  
 a webinar on Understanding how immigration policies shape gender-based violence among immigrants 

who have a temporary or precarious status presented by the Learning Hub;  
 a Leadership Development Workshop organized by the Crisis and Trauma  Resource Institute;  
 Keys to resilience, Healing and Trauma-Informed Social Work Practice a two-day social work 

conference organized by the Nova Scotia College of Social Workers; and  
 a two day conference on diversity and inclusion organized by Mount St. Vincent University entitled 

Creating Learning Spaces that Encourage Inclusion and respect Diversity. 

“I felt so lonely after moving to Canada. Thank you for introducing me to the immigrant women’s support 

group and for listening to my story whenever I needed someone to share with.” - an immigrant woman 

Participants in the 
Unity in Diversity 
Walk as they walk 

past Antigonish 
Town Hall 
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Lindsay’s Health Centre for Women 

Lindsay’s Health Centre for Women provides collaborative, woman-centred, primary health care  
programs and services for women and adolescent girls.  Lindsay’s is a partnership of the AWRCSASA, the 
Nova Scotia Health Authority (NSHA), and the practicing physician. 

Our Philosophy 
 
♀ Every woman has the right to make informed  
   decisions about her health. 
 
♀ A woman’s health improves when she has a  
    greater sense of control over her life situation. 
 
♀ A women’s health is dependent upon her  
    physical, social, emotional and spiritual well-being. 
  
♀ Gender is a key determinant of health as are  
    social status, income, employment, and education  

Lindsay’s is offered each Thursday at the 
Women’s Centre. 
 Services are provided by a physician, a 

nurse practitioner, a mental health clinician, 
and the  Women’s Centre staff. 

 The physician and nurse practitioner provide  
    primary care. 
 The Women’s Centre provides women with 

support and Lindsay’s with organizational 
support. 

 Mental Health provides clinical care and 
programming. 

This year, 423 women accessed LHCW         

services 977 times.  

♀ 193 women saw the physician  

513 times 

♀ 213 women saw the nurse practitioner 

399 times. 

♀ 54 women met with a Clinical      

Social Worker from Mental Health  

Services 69 times. 

Lindsay’s Health Centre for Women Programs  

The Community Outreach Worker with Mental Health co-facilitated three groups with AWRCSASA staff: 

 Self Care Sampler was a six-week program offered to women within the community who may have felt 
they needed to connect with someone. In this group we rotated our activity weekly.  

 Self Care for the Season was offered to women over two days in December. The program discussed 
ways to cope through the winter months and how to address these challenges. Women expressed 
feeling safe to discuss the challenges they face through the season.  

 Self Care Fridays is a drop-in group focused on taking care of yourself, and coping skills for self-care.  
The group was offered in the spring and fall of this year.   

Dr. Moira MacLean, Clinical Social Worker Jean Crosby,  
NP Yvonne Salter and Support Worker Mica Francis 
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Support Programs, Community Education, 

and Community Engagement  

Support and Education Programs 
In response to the issues, concerns, and ideas that women bring to the Women’s Centre, we offered a 
number of support programs.  

Peggy Chisholm,  
Income Tax Program 

Income Tax Preparation for Low-Income Women  
and Their Families 

 
Each year from February through April, we complete income tax  
returns for low-income women and their family members. This  
ensures people receive the full amount of their return.  Many of the 
people who benefited were seniors and women from marginalized 
communities.  
 
From April 1, 2019 to March 31, 2020, we completed a total of 204     
income tax returns for 197 clients.  This represents a decrease from 
previous years mostly due to the extended tax filing year and the 
Centre being closed to in-person services in the latter half of March 
due to Covid-19.  
 
The majority of people who come for help with their income taxes are 
women living well below the poverty line.   

Women’s Appreciation Lunch 
We hosted a Women’s Appreciation Lunch for 15 women who are regular visitors to the Women’s 
Centre and do not have a large support network to see them through the December holiday season.  
Staff provided a hot lunch, gave each a small gift bag, and the group sang some carols together. 

Creative Circle 
Creative Circle has been an ongoing Centre program for over ten years.  With Vangie Babin’s guidance, 
the group provides a safe space for women to participate in crafting activities while developing new skills 
and friendships.  Thirty individual women participated in the weekly group over the year.  Many feel that 
it is a central part of their weekly activities.   
 
"I've been using the women's centre for many years and they have so much to offer...the care I receive is 
fantastic. There are a lot of people and a lot of advantages of having a women's centre. Everyone is 
welcome regardless of what is going on. It would be great to have a longer time for the knitting circle or 
have it more often." - Creative Circle participant 

 Way to Wellness 
Outreach Worker, Marcia Connolly, co-facilitated with Laurie Smith, Coordinator Primary Health Care, a 
six week program ‘On Your Way to Wellness.’ The ‘Way to Wellness,’ is a chronic disease self-
management program for individuals living with ongoing physical and mental health conditions.  
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Support Programs, Community Education, 

and Community Engagement  

100 Women Who Care Antigonish 
We were nominated to present to the 100 
Women Who Care, along with two other 
local organizations.   The group collects 
100 donations of $100 each from local 
women to be donated to an organization 
voted on by the membership.  Wyanne 
and Marcia presented, taking rocks out of 
a backpack to symbolize the issues that 
the women we work with are facing, and 
how we try to “lighten their load”.  We 
were the successful organization, and 
received a donation of $7700.  This will 
be directed to our poverty relief work.  
We also received a number of other 
significant community donations to 
support our work.   

Poverty Alleviation Partnerships  
Poverty continues to be a significant struggle for women and families in the Antigonish area as the cost 
of living continues to rise.  In our work, we see the many ways in which poverty compounds the       
challenges that the women we work with face.  The Women Support Workers are deeply grateful to 
partner with local organizations to be able to offer some poverty relief.  This is a significant part of our 
work with women living in poverty and this assistance is vital to helping relieve a piece of the financial 
burden that women face when trying to make ends meet for their families.      
 
We partner with the Antigonish Kinsmen Club and the Sisters of St. Martha to help women manage 
emergency expenses.  This year 57 women were helped through the Kinsmen fund and 104 women 
through the Sisters of St. Martha fund with emergency power/oil bills, prescriptions and medical needs, 
groceries, emergency dental and eyeglasses, and rental and phone bill arrears.  We are deeply grateful 
for a significant increase in the donation from the Sisters of St. Martha, which allowed us to support 
more women.  The Kinsmen helped us provide emergency support after Hurricane Dorian.       
 
We also partner with the Antigonish Emergency Fuel Fund, an organization which helps Antigonish 
town and county residents with emergency heat situations for the months of January to May.  Without 
this program, most applicants would have no other means for getting help.  We accept and review        
Emergency Fuel Fund applications. Many people were referred to government and non-government 
programs. From January to April, 2020, the Antigonish Emergency Fuel Fund assisted:  
 

 148 families with approximately $50,000 in home heating assistance.  These families received       
between $300 for oil, electricity, wood or propane. 

 
 In Antigonish town we assisted 60 households; 27 with oil, 32 with electric heat, and 1 with propane.   
 
 In Antigonish County we assisted 88 households; 42 with oil, 33 with electric heat, 11 with wood, 

and 2 with propane.  
 

ED Wyanne Sandler and Outreach Worker Marcia 

Connolly were pleased to accept a donation from the 

100 Women Who Care Antigonish in December. 
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                Working With Youth 

Young women come to the Women’s Centre for information about and support for handling a range of 
issues - relationship concerns, challenges at home, sexual violence, dating abuse, sexuality information, 
school concerns, housing, anxiety, depression, and stress. Over the years the Women’s Centre has 
provided many programs for youth.  Understanding the increased vulnerability of girls to different forms 
of violence we have developed programs that help them develop resiliency, life skills and strategies for 
reducing their vulnerability and for supporting their life goals. 

 

Together We Can  

HRY Coordinator Olivia Landry ran the “Together We Can” program with Andrea Brophy at St Andrew 
Junior School for a group of 11 girls in grades 7 and 8. The girls chose what topics were most important 
to them, specifically identifying self esteem, friendship, emotional support, and societal expectations of 
girls as issues that mattered to them. The group met for an hour on Thursdays, and meetings involved 
group discussion, crafts and activities to help the girls get to know each other. Origami was a favorite of 
the group, with one of the group members teaching the rest of the group how to fold paper cranes. Some 
of the greatest lessons the group learned were about how all of the girls felt a similar societal pressure to 
look or act a certain way, that everyone feels awkward, and we’re all trying to be ourselves.  

Girls Taking Action 

We were able to partner with former staff member Faye Fraser to continue to support the Girls Taking 
Action Group.  This year Girls Taking Action received Community Health Board grants for their Period 
Party Project in the Antigonish, Strait Richmond and Guysborough areas. The focus for their project 
continued to be around period stigma, education about periods and sustainable period product options. 
The group attended and presented for the fourth year in a row at the MSVU Girls Conference in Bedford 
with great reception from participants. They hosted a period party in Antigonish and gave away a total of 
approximately $1000 worth of sustainable period products as well as disposable period products to 
participants at both the MSVU girls conference and the period party in Antigonish. Covid-19 has greatly 
impacted the groups ability to provide period parties as planned so the group has been working creatively 
to provide education and get their message out. They are working on creating webinars based on their 
period party workshop to be able to share with a greater audience, creating materials for youth, sharing 
information on social media and creating period kits to donate to organizations. They have also begun to 
collect period stories which will be compiled and shared. All of the members of GTA are graduating and 
moving on to new adventures but many are still committed to continuing the group in some way.   

The Girls Take Action group at an 
event to address period stigma 

An activity where cans of different sizes 
represent the weight of expectations 
girls face. 
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Working With Youth:  

Healthy Relationships for Youth Program 

Healthy Relationships for Youth (HRY) is a school-based violence prevention program offered in  
partnership with the AWRCSASA and communities, schools and centres for education around the 
province of  Nova Scotia.  Many of the schools serve predominantly rural areas. The HRY program 
consists of a series of twelve cumulative sessions delivered by trained youth facilitators within the grade 
nine health curriculum.  The interactive sessions are designed to reduce the risk of violence for youth 
through developing their skills and knowledge about creating and maintaining healthy relationships.  

Healthy Relationships for Youth  
 Has a diversity focus which helps students understand and make the links 

among issues related to different forms of oppression, exclusion and 
violence.  

 Uses a strengths-based approach which helps students both recognize and 
challenge oppression. 

 Has been cited as a promising practice program for the way it involves 
youth as peer educators in the classroom, schools and communities. 

Program Delivery 
 

The 2019-2020 year was an exciting one in the Healthy Relationships for 
Youth (HRY) office.  This was the first full year of funding from Public 
Health Agency of Canada, and we hired our full complement of staff with 
Oliva Landry joining the team as the SRCE Coordinator and Moraig MacGillivary taking over from 
Arwen Sweet as the Provincial coordinator.  Sheila Booth continued as the CSAP Coordinator.  
 
In addition to delivering the program, other objectives for the year included updating the curriculum and 
translating it into French.  In addition, we held a provincial forum to disseminate knowledge gained to 
partners and sought approval for an annual dating violence survey from the ethics board at Acadia 
University. For the former we partnered with Advancing Women’s Equality (AWE) program.  For the 
latter, approval was granted in February and the survey is ready to be administered when it becomes 
feasible. School closures resulting from COVID-19 are making that impossible at this time.     
 
The HRY program was established in 2006, building upon the Rural Youth Healthy Relationships      
Education Program.  In 2013-14 the program began a process of provincial expansion and was piloted 
in an additional 10 schools across Nova Scotia. In 2018-2019, the program received funding from the 
Public Health Agency of Canada which is supporting additional expansion. 

This year 18 schools participated in the HRY program with the program delivered to more than 400 
grade 9 students by 259 trained youth facilitators.  HRY Program coordination was provided by 
community-based coordinators in the different areas of the province. 

The HRY Program was delivered to 9 schools in the Strait Regional Centre for Education,  5 schools in 
the Chignecto-Central Regional Centre for Education, 1 school in the Annapolis Valley Regional 
Centre for Education, 2 schools in the South Shore Regional Centre for Education, and 2 schools in the 
Conseil scolaire acadien provincial.   

Moraig Macgillivray 
HRY Provincial Coordinator 
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Working With Youth:  

Healthy Relationships for Youth Program 

What Difference Does HRY Make?  

Each year, HRY Program staff do an extensive internal program evaluation. Recommendations for  
program changes and improvements are incorporated into the curriculum and training for the following 
year.   

What the Youth Facilitators are saying about the HRY Program 
 

Youth facilitators are an integral part of the HRY program. They work 
in partnership with each other, the teacher, and the grade nine students 
providing a unique opportunity to engage with others and make a 
difference in the lives of their peers.   
 
All of the youth facilitators receive training from the program 
coordinators.  One goal of the training is to support positive change in 
their awareness of and attitude toward issues, self-awareness as role 
models, and ability to stand up against discrimination. This shift 
toward  pro-social thinking and behavior is an important outcome of 
the HRY program. 
 
"It feels very fulfilling to see them [Grade 9 students] going 
from not really caring to interested in such little time."   
 
"I've only facilitated once but it went really well! I was happy to 
see the kids engaged and willing to talk, and I think they really 
learned something."  
 
“I'm really enjoying being a facilitator and I honestly wish that 
I could do more than two sessions with the classes because it's 
so fun and I like being around them!!”  
 
“Honestly, this is one of the things that is useful to every student 
no matter where they go… I think it’s important we have 
programs that prepare students for life outside graduation.”  

Olivia Landry, 
SRCE Coordinator 

Sheila Booth, 
CSAP Coordinator 

259 students from grades 10, 11, 
and 12 were trained as youth 
facilitators this year.   
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Working With Youth:  

Healthy Relationships for Youth Program 

Spark the Change Youth Retreat 
Youth voice is critical to the HRY program. Through an annual youth retreat called Spark the Change, 
we give our program participants from across the province the opportunity to connect with one another 
and forge relationships, and to develop facilitation skills. It also gives us, at the HRY office, the 
opportunity to workshop different ideas for the curriculum and ensure the program is engaging and 
relevant to the young people who participate.  

Q: What is the most important thing you took away from Spark the Change?  
 
“I learned how to be myself in front of others and that it’s okay to be yourself.” 
“That it is extremely important to do your best to help others feel welcome and comfortable.” 
“I took away some new ways to be a better ally for others.” 
 
Q: What did you think of the activities throughout the weekend?  
“I love the activities, personally I cannot sit for long periods of time but the activities kept me engaged.”  
“They were so much fun and very inclusive and engaging!” 
“I thought it was the best summer camp of my life…so fun! 
 
Q: Did the experience help you grow as a facilitator / youth mentor? If so, how?  
“It gave me more knowledge and challenged my thinking and changed my perspective.” 
“Yes it helped me understand how to open up more to people so they feel more comfortable opening up 
to me.” 
“Yes it did because it showed me new ways to approach different situation.” 

Participants at the annual Spark the Change youth leadership retreat 
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Youth Related Workshops, Programs and Collaborations 

National, Provincial and Local Partnerships and Collaborations 

Our Youth Programming Staff participated in national, regional and provincial initiatives,                 
collaborations and committees related to their work with youth. 

PHAC Community of Practice (PrevNet) 
HRY is participating in the Public Health Agency of Canada Community of Practice (CoP) with other funded 
projects.  PrevNet brings together 21 programs across the country that are aimed at reducing Teen Dating 
Violence (TDV). PrevNet regularly hosts working groups to bring participants together to workshop different 
topics and to connect with one another. HRY staff attended the following workshops:   
October 2019- Risk Management: Olivia and Sheila attended a working group on risk management in 
Toronto, which helped to inform approaches to disclosures, triggering content, and creating safer spaces.  
January 2020- Translating and Adapting Teen Dating Violence Programs: Sheila and Moraig visited Toronto 
to participate in this working group which helped Sheila to consider fidelity to the program as she both 
translates the curriculum into the French language and adapts it to an Acadian context. Moraig found the 
workshop useful in providing a framework for annual curriculum updates. 
March 2020- Indigenous Ways of Knowing: Olivia and Moraig participated in this two-day working group in 
Winnipeg to explore best practices in engaging with Indigenous youth as we endeavor to make our 
curriculum more inclusive and accessible to First Nations participants.  
 
Starting in November PrevNet also began hosting Share and Solve calls every other month that allow us to 
connect with other CoP members to brainstorm effective ways to address challenges as they arise.  

SchoolsPlus Interagency Network (SPIN)   
 

SPIN includes services, agencies and organizations that work on youth-related issues and provide services to 
children, youth and their families in Guysborough, Antigonish and the Strait area. Over the year, the 
AWRCSASA participated in and contributed to the work of SPIN in various ways.   

AWE Forum and Let’s Talk:  Staying Safe Online 
 
The HRY team collaborated with the AWE (Advancing Women’s Equality) project to meet one of its 
funding requirements- to hold a provincial forum in year 2 of the project- in October of 2019. During the 3-
day forum, we delivered a 3-part presentation. Part 1 included an overview of HRY from the provincial 
coordinator. Part 2 was a demonstration of an activity from the HRY curriculum on intersectionality by 
regional coordinators Olivia Landry and Sheila Booth. Part 3 was a presentation from intervention researcher 
Deb Day on the tools being developed to evaluate the program. These presentations reached an audience of 
approximately 150 people from various community organizations. On the third day of the forum we held an 
event to engage youth and their parents called Let’s Talk! Staying Safe Online: Conversations for Youth and 
Parents. Guest speakers, Rachel Gibson, Senior Technology Safety Specialist at the National Network to end 
Domestic Violence, and Brian Braganza, experiential educator and facilitator at Heartwood Centre for 
Community Youth Development, led discussions with youth and their parents in separate sessions to explore 
digital safety.  
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Sharing Our Knowledge and Experience 

The Antigonish Women’s Resource Centre and Sexual Assault Services Association has an in-depth 
knowledge of the issues impacting women in our community and province and expertise in providing  
feminist person-centred services and programs.  We receive many community requests to share our 
knowledge and experience.  Over the year we provided tours of the Women’s Centre, participated in  
discussions about issues impacting women’s lives, and showcased our services at events.  We discussed 
with students and visitors poverty, sexualized violence, and other issues we see in our community and the 
ways in which they are connected with community health and well-being.  

♀   StFX Nursing Tours 
      We provided tours to 5 groups of StFX nursing students where we talked about our services and  
      programs, the issues we address and the approach we take to our work. The students begin to see the 

ways in which mental health, poverty, and sexualized violence are intricately interconnected and  
      addressed in our work.  
 
♀   Coady International Institute 

 We had a visit from 17 Global Change Leaders where we discussed our work and heard from 
each of the women about the initiatives that they are involved with that address gender based 
violence in their communities. We also discussed various challenges to doing this work and 
strategies to approach these challenges.  

 Johannah Black presented on the work of the AWRCSASA and her project to the participants in 
the Nobel Women’s Initiative visiting the Coady International Centre for Women’s Leadership.       

 Information Booths and Presentations 
“Thank you so much once again for your outstanding talk at Club 60! To say that you were outstanding is 
an understatement, I am not kidding as I do not extend heartfelt gratitude without cause! You were like a 
breath of fresh air, your knowledge of pertinent information for seniors and beyond was truly 
enlightening!” 

Wyanne Sandler provided a tour of the Centre to Gloria 
Reyes, Coordinator of the women’s program at a community 
legal centre in Guatemala. (credit: Stacey Gomez) 

The Women’s Centre had information booths 
and provided presentations on many occasions 
throughout the year, including: 

 An information booth at the Highland 
Games Street Fair 

 We participated in the StFX Peer Support 
Program Resource Roundtable  

 We attended the Pictou Antigonish Regional 
Library Lunch and Learn  

 We participated in a panel presentation as 
part of StFX Orientation Week  

 We presented on our work to the 
Chedabucto Education Service Providers 

 We participated in the Community Service 
Providers Meeting in Guysborough 
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Women’s Equality, Feminism,  

and Community Engagement 

International Women's Week, March 8-14, 2020 
 
The theme for International Women’s Week 2020 was Waves of 
Feminist Resistance: Marching Through the Generations. Members 
from different parts of our communities spoke to this theme at various 
events. Women Land and Water Defenders in Mi’kma’ki, was an 
intergenerational discussion with Paqtnkek activist April Prosper, 
Chief of Pictou Landing Andrea Paul, Elder Dorene Bernard, and Dr. 
Janet Conway (Nancy’s Chair at Mount Saint Vincent University). The 
Annual International Women’s Day Breakfast featured mother and 
daughter activist duo Lorraine and Tara Reddick. Other events 
included: Generation Equality: Celebrating the Sheroes of the World 
with cross-cultural, local speakers and a L’Arche Art Event. About 300 
people attended the thought-provoking and celebratory week. 

Above: Cara Jones, Lorraine 
Reddick, Tara Reddick 
(credit: Cara Jones)  

Above: Women Land and Water Defenders in Mi’kma’ki, Above right: 
Annual Women’s Week March, Bottom right: Annual Women’s Week 
March (credit: Tara Reddick), Bottom right: Generation Equality: 
Celebrating the Sheroes of the World 
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Working Together for Change:  

Raising Awareness, Taking Action on Violence Against 

Women and Girls, and Gender-based Violence 

All acts of violence against women are human rights violations, as are acts of violence based in  

transphobia and homophobia. Exposing, addressing and preventing violence against women and girls and 

gender-based violence is a priority of the Women’s Centre. Everyday we see the impact violence has on 

the health and well-being of women and girls who access our services and programs. Our  approach to 

addressing violence is grounded in a feminist, trauma-informed, anti-oppression analysis. This past year 

we organized workshops and training sessions, provided presentations, participated in consultations and 

worked with our community and with organizations provincially and across the country. 

Take Back the Night 

Another successful Take Back The Night took 
place in September. There was a poster-making 
event with pizza in the Students’ Union 
Building beforehand. The poster-making event 
drew a record number of people. Participants then 
gathered outside the Angus L. MacDonald 
Library for the speeches and rally. Karla 
Stevens, Andrea Curley, and Emma Kuzmyk 
spoke. Annie Chau also shared messages 
directed toward survivors that were collected 
from community ahead of the event. During the 
“open mic” part, a few people spoke briefly of 
their experiences with sexualized violence. The 
large group then walked through town with 
placards amid much chanting. Over 200 people 
were in attendance. 

Karla Stevens was among the speakers for Take Back the Night  
in September.  More than 200 people attended the event.   

Community Safety and Prevention of Sexual Violence  
 
The increasing number of survivors coming forward from 
the  Arichat/Petit de Grat area spurred one survivor to plan 
a local information panel on community safety and sexual 
abuse in the fall of 2019. Therapist Pam Rubin agreed to be 
on the panel and to assist with recruiting other speakers. 
Pam spoke on the topic of "Community Safety and 
Prevention of Sexual Violence" in Arichat, Cape Breton. 
This event was organized by two survivors who have been 
participants in the therapy program. Several high profile 
sexual abuse cases had recently come to light in the 
community. Ten women attended the evening, the first 
survivor-organized event of its kind in the area. 
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16 Days of Activism on Gender-Based Violence and National Day of  
Remembrance and Action on Violence Against Women 

 
November 25, International Day for the Elimination of Violence Against Women, to December 10,  
International Human Rights Day marks the international 16 Days of Activism on Gender Violence.  

December 6th, National 
Day of Remembrance and 
Action on Violence Against 
Women 

The AWRCSASA was       
involved in planning,        
organizing, and hosting two 
different events on December 
6th . The first event was on 
campus at StFX.   Lucille 
Harper and Alaa Hadhad 
were among the speakers.   

The other December 6th event 
was a community event 
organized by Johannah Black 
who worked with local artists 
Colleen Murray and Josie 
Phillips to create a 
community based art project. 
They created a banner on 
which was sewed the moto, 
“They Tried to Bury Us, 
They Didn’t Know We Were 
Seeds.” Approximately 20 
people in attendance 
participated by drawing floral 
and plant based imagery 
around the words. The idea 
was to have one image for 
each of the 109 women and 
girls lost to femicide so far 
this year, as well as 14 more 
for the victims of the 
polytechnique massacre. 

The AWRCSASA had an online campaign for the 16 Days with the theme,  "What we want to tell adults 
about our hopes and dreams for a world free of gender based violence..."  This year’s campaign focused on 
the voices of youth activists who are working hard to end sexualized and gender-based violence and 
featured a number of Women’s Centre staff, board, and volunteers. 
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Bystander Intervention Program Training Modules 
 

Each module addresses different aspects of sexual  
violence on campus and offers intervention skills and 
techniques. Students “move-up” in the trainings as 
their knowledge becomes more advanced and in-depth. 
 

1. Basic Bystander Intervention 
2. Alcohol and Sex  
3. Advanced Bystander Intervention 
4. Creating Communities of Accountability 
5. Creating Social Change Johannah May Black,  

Bystander Intervention Coordinator  

Feedback from Waves of Change Participants: 
Someone commented that this was the first training on sexualized violence that she was able to sit 

through and participate in fully without feeling devalued and marginalized. 
 
“I found that the tools you gave us to think about supporting each other through difficult          

conversations were very useful.” 

This year, Modules 1 and 2 were translated into French in partnership with L’Université Sainte-Anne. 
Curriculum for Modules 3 and 4 were developed and piloted to almost 200 students and staff from Nova 
Scotian campuses. A two-day Student Forum on Bystander Intervention was held with training in the Waves of 
Change program and the Flip the Script program via the Dalhousie Student Union’s sexual assault hotline. A 
two-day Master Trainers Forum was offered to various campus leadership with approximately 30 staff and 
administration from the following institutions: St. Francis Xavier University, Mount Saint Vincent University, 
University of King’s College, L’Université Sainte-Anne, and Nova Scotia Community College. In the context 
of the COVID-19 pandemic, a zine written by Johannah Black and illustrated by Emma Kuzmyk was created to 
share bystander intervention techniques during the pandemic. It was shared widely online and was well 
received. 

“This training is so well 

done and ground-

breaking!” 

- Waves of Change 

Participant 

 Increasing Awareness of the Criminal Justice System through Bystander Intervention Training 
Through our Bystander Intervention Project we are increasing awareness about and strengthening 
resistance to sexualized violence by developing a Nova Scotia-specific, pro-social bystander intervention 
program. In the program, Waves of Change: Creating Campus Responses to Sexualized Violence, 
participants learn various techniques to intervene as bystanders in order to interrupt or stop sexual violence, 
support victims, and transform the culture that allows violence to happen. The program is being developed 
with the participation of university and college administration, faculty and students, and community groups 
and organizations, including the African Nova Scotian and the Mi’kmaq communities. It has resonated well 
with International students and Queer students as well. Waves of Change is designed as a peer-to-peer 
bystander intervention training program. There is an additional Facilitator’s Training for those who have 
completed the modules and wish to demonstrate their leadership by acting as peer-facilitators. 
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Courage to Act Community of Practice 
 

Bystander coordinator Johannah Black has been participating in the Courage to Act community of 
practice.  This group is made up of ten educators from across the country. Johannah and Dee Dooley from 
Avalon Sexual Assault Centre had discussed the benefits of setting up a community of practice for 
educators in this province, as both had identified feelings of isolation in their work and wanted to create a 
space where they could share and learn from other educators. This project has provided an opportunity to 
do that. The community of practice for this national project is responsible for creating a toolkit. As a 
community we have decided to focus our toolkit on supporting graduate students who face sexual 
harassment on campus as most prevention education is narrowly targeted towards undergraduates and the 
#MeTooPhD open source document demonstrates that graduate students face unique challenges in terms 
of sexual harassment during fieldwork or sexual harassment from supervisors in a very narrow field of 
study leaving them with few options. It has also been a really valuable experience connecting with other 
prevention educators as we attempt to think through some of the consequences for trauma informed 
pedagogies when moving our work online.  

Forum on Bystander Intervention 
 

Johannah coordinated with the St. 
Mary’s Student’s Union to host a two-
day forum on Bystander Intervention 
Training at St. Mary’s University.  
They were able to secure funding to 
cover transportation and overnight 
accommodation for students coming 
from locations outside Halifax.  In 
addition to Waves of Change training 
the forum included a training on the 
Flip the Script program, a 
presentation from Cyberscan, and a 
roundtable discussion on various 
approaches to preventing sexualized 
violence on campus.    Students participating in a Waves of Change workshop 

 Consent Culture Forum with Canadian Federation of Students NS  

Johannah supported the organizing of the Consent Culture forum with CFS NS.  The conference was 

planned as a mix of student centered activism, student activist panel discussions, and relevant trainings such 

as active listening training. Johannah had a full day in the schedule to pilot Modules 3 and 4 of the Waves 

of Change training since many of the students in attendance were already familiar with the program. 

Organizing with CFS NS was a valuable way to build ties and trust with student organizers and activists, as 

well as to hear from them what their particular concerns are in relation to campus sexual violence.  

  “Thank you for creating an open and comfortable environment to discuss these issues.”  
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Advancing Women’s Equality in Rural Nova Scotia:  
Partnering to Transform the Context and End Sexualized Violence 

The AWE Project is a three-year, survivor-centered, policy-oriented initiative working to improve sexualized 
violence response and prevention in our rural region to advance women’s equality. AWE is a collaboration 
with three partnering communities: the Strait Regional Centre for Education, St. Francis Xavier University, 
and Paqtnkek Mi’kmaw Nation. Staff and project committees from these communities steer the work, rooting 
the work in the specific strengths and needs of each community, while the  “Cross-Sectoral Committee” links 
all partner communities, advises, evaluates, and plans joint actions. 
 
In this third and final year of the project, our work has been about education, advocacy, and evaluation. 
Although the project aimed to focus on policy change, partnering communities recognized that much of the 
activities concerning education and advocacy, that have been initiated through AWE, have the power to 
change culture systemically. 
 
A significant, lasting by-product of AWE is the enhanced collaboration in our region on issues of sexualized 
violence. Collaboration became a key part of the AWE Project’s approach to change: 
 
“The collaboration between all members and the support offered by the project in direct response to the 
needs identified” stood out. 
 
“Relationship building and asking for feedback in order to make sure folks are heard is something that I will 
take away from the practices of the AWE Project.” 
 

Women Leaders 
 

AWE has been part of a national network of projects funded by Women and Gender Equality Canada. 

Each project identified three women leaders responsible for connecting the local project work with the 

work of the Gender Equality Network Canada. The AWE leaders are Molly Peters, Paqtnkek Mi’kmaw 

Nation, Dr. Nancy Forestell, StFX University, and Annie Chau, AWE Project Coordinator. They 

continued to represent the project at the national network meetings this year (Saskatoon in April 2019 

and Montreal in November 2019). The network was brought together to contribute to a national action 

plan for gender equality. A discussion document 

was ultimately pieced together for this purpose by 

the Canadian Women’s Foundation (also the 

convening organization). The network has 

presented opportunities for sharing expertise and 

contacts, and planning actions. Our Women 

Leaders benefitted from discussions about 

sexualized violence, especially with regards to 

sexual assault case review and the realities of 

Indigenous women across the country. 
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Paqtnkek: Action and advocacy 
 

Building on community accountability and policy: Policies 
from other Indigenous communities and non-profit organizations 
were synthesized and presented in a table to the Paqtnkek project 
committee. This will be used by the community to launch a policy 
development and implementation process that is community-based 
and –led. 
Indigenizing consent education: Stemming from the following 
question from a Paqtnkek project committee member: “How can 
we learn about consent when we are not able to determine our 
own affairs because of colonization?”, this year’s focus was on 
creating an Indigenized consent education framework. We 
organized a community meeting in May 2019, and two other 
events in November 2019: Consent Conversations: Strengthening 
our Knowledge and Skills, and Indigenizing Consent: Perspectives 
and Practices. For the events in November, we collaborated with 
the Native Youth Sexual Health Network. These events brought 
out about 55 community and non-community members. We also 
attended the Canadian Institutes of Health Research (CIHR), 
Indigenous Gender and Wellness Ideas Fair and Learning Circle 
in Montreal 2019 where AWE presented on the research question, 
“What might Indigenizing consent look like for Paqtnkek Mi’kmaw 
Nation?” and we were successful in the subsequent application to 
CIHR to create a gender and wellness strategy based on 
intergenerational understandings and practices of consent. 

Strait Regional Centre for Education:  Action and Advocacy 
Expanding consent education in SRCE: Many staff at the AWRCSASA via HRY, SANE, COSC, 
and AWE continued to collaboratively develop the consent workshop for students grades 7-12 in the 
Strait region and lead the facilitation of these with SRCE school-based staff across the 2018-2019 and 
2019-2020 school years. Over 1,300 students participated and there were about 30 facilitators in total. 
The initiative stems from the success of such programming that has been delivered by AWRCSASA staff 
in several schools over the years. It answers the increasing demand and need for this type of education. 
Educating the educators: A one-day professional development follow-up for the SRCE school 
professionals trained last year to deliver our consent program was organized. It was designed to check-in 
with these facilitators nine months after their initial training, and to complement and refine their skills 
and knowledge. We also asked the group to propose any changes that they felt would improve the 
program. They offered up their ideas about the program and raised issues they have been encountering. 
This day also included: Together We Can, a new program for girls, jointly initiated by SRCE-StFX-
AWRCSASA; Kids in the Know, a sexual exploitation prevention program; and porn literacy research 
findings from StFX summer research placement student, Riley Wolfe. 
Creation of educational resources: A gender  and sexual diversity guide for  parents and guardians 
was created as the need for a shared understanding in schools and in homes was made apparent.  

Annie Chau, AWE Project Coordina-
tor and Juliana Julian, Paqtnkek 
Health Director (left to right) 
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StFX University:  Action and Advocacy 
 

Framework for Policy Evaluation and 
Development:  
As the university was focused on drafting a new sexual 
violence policy, the AWE Project’s efforts focused on 
researching models for ongoing policy evaluation and 
development (notably, Guidelines for Nova Scotia 
Universities & the Nova Scotia Community College: 
Development of Survivor-Centric Sexual Violence 
Policies, May 2019). The StFX project committee 
provided feedback to create this framework for regular, 
consultative reviews of their new sexual violence 
policy. The framework provides a clear case for a 
structured process that facilitates meaningful 
involvement of survivors, especially student survivors 
and survivors from marginalized groups. If this were 
implemented, future policy revisions would be 
evidence-based, transparent, accountable, and survivor
-centered.  
 
Consent in Residence and on Campuses:  
Rebecca Mesay was hired as the AWRCSASA 
Consent Education Coordinator to support the 
organization and facilitation of consent education 
workshops at StFX residences. AWRCSASA staff 
along with StFX student volunteers Graham Perrier, 
Marin McBeath, and Nicholas Stinson co-facilitated 
the fall and winter term workshops. About 50 students 
participated. The AWRCSASA was also invited to sit 
on a committee to develop an online, pre-orientation 
consent module for all the institutions in Nova Scotia, 
a project administered by Council of Nova Scotia 
University Presidents (CONSUP) and StFX. 
 
Knowledge Translation:  
Breanna O’Handley worked with the AWE Project 
during the summer and fall on a knowledge translation 
(KT) initiative for StFX. This included production of 
information resources and a plan to communicate 
them. The materials provide accessible information 
about sexualized violence, the findings of the campus 
climate survey, sexual consent, and services for 
survivors. 

Cross-Sectoral Committee and AWE Model 
By collaborating with our partnering 
communities, we began to understand the local 
cultures and contexts in our region with regards 
to sexualized violence. In bringing these 
communities together, we learned about common 
issues, such as engaging men in changing ideals 
of masculinity, teaching youth and adults about 
sexual consent attitudes and practices, and 
dealing with sexualized violence in the digital 
age, to build a strong foundation for system 
change in our region. 
 
We also learned about how collaboration and 
change are defined and moved forward in our 
rural region. Bringing together the learnings 
from the partnering communities and the “Cross-
Sectoral Committee”, along with relevant 
literature, we developed a model for advancing 
collaboration and change in rural communities to 
address sexual violence. The model was 
presented at the Canadian Domestic Violence 
Conference (March 2020) in Halifax. This model 
is one of the key AWE Project outputs. 

A Note about Reconciliation and Collaboration  

As we reflected on collaboration, we also 

reflected on power. Authentic collaboration is 

power-with. Our model discusses reconciliation 

in this manner and to some extent and 

minimally, we worked on this, hosting a 

KAIROS Blanket Exercise with Community 

Sector Nova Scotia (Highlands Region) and the 

Mi’kmaw Native Friendship Centre. Deb Eisan 

and Denise John facilitated this session at 

People’s Place Library. There were 38 

participants. We recognized that this is not 

enough and that the decolonization process and 

practice is long and flawed, personal and 

political. 
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Advancing Women’s Equality Regional Forums  

The intentions of the forums were to build the skills and knowledge of participants and to allow for 

analysis of the challenges and solutions within the partnering communities and across the region. In 

addition to the featured speakers, project partners were able to present the work done in their communities, 

and to learn from each other.  

At the third and final, two-day forum, the presentations were led by Brian Braganza, Heartwood Centre for 
Community Youth Development in Halifax, and Rachel Gibson, National Network to End Domestic 
Violence in Washington DC. These resource persons received high praise on participant evaluations. Brian 
spoke about working with boys and men to improve their emotional health and encourage their efforts at 
fostering healthy relationships and self-management. He facilitated a “fishbowl exercise” where 10 men 
discussed their experiences and reflections about learning the male gender role and ways in which they 
seek to challenge ideas and behaviours. To deepen the learning, he led attendees in a group discussion. 
Rachel Gibson is an expert in the use of technology by people of almost all ages who seek to prevent and 
respond to interpersonal violence. She presented extensively on different aspects of this, and provided 
some experiential learning activities that participants said they found highly relevant and helpful. Breanna 
O’Handley presented a sampling of the knowledge translation materials she designed for StFX along with 
the results of her scan of the literature on this topic. The HRY Program Team presented on their program. 
There were 75 attendees. A parent and youth (grades 6-12) day at Dr. John Hugh Gillis Regional High 
School followed these first two days where Brian and Rachel offered educational experiences for 
navigating online spaces within families. There were 25 attendees. 

Women Leaders and Project Partners of AWE: Molly 
Peters, Nancy Forestell, Annie Chau, Kathy Rhodes-
Langille (front, left to right. Margie McKinnon, Juliana 
Julian, Lucille Harper, Katherine Reed (back, left to right Annie Chau, AWE Project Coordinator and     

Katherine Reed, Project Assistant (left to right) 
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Circles of Support and Change: Transferring  Rural Indigenous Practices to Other Rural Contexts 
We continue to respond to the needs and requests of the women and the communities with whom we work.  
With this objective, we received 5-year funding from Women and Gender Equality Canada to build upon the 
learning from community-based work with Paqtnkek Mi’kmaw Nation and extend this work to other rural 
communities in order to identify and create community-based supports for survivors of violence.   

The Circles of Support and Change project uses a 
strength-based, trauma-informed approach to centre the voices 
of survivors of gender-based violence in supportive circles that 
include their chosen families, community members, educators, 
and service providers.  
 
In facilitated Circles of Support, community members develop 
and lead initiatives to address gender-based violence along 
culturally and community relevant healing and wellness circles 
and practices.  This project is working in collaboration with the 
Nova Scotia Community College (NSCC) Strait Area Campus, 
the community of Canso, and the historic African Nova 
Scotian communities of Sunnyville, Lincolnville, and Upper 
Big Tracadie.   
 
When we better understand how to respond to someone else’s 
trauma, we build ourselves up to show empathy, kindness, and 
love for one another! - Karla Stevens 

Above:  The logo was designed by a 
community member through a contest that 
also raised awareness about the project.   
Left:  In March, MP Sean Fraser, 
Parliamentary Secretary for WAGE Gudie 
Hutchings, and Mayor Laurie Boucher met 
with project staff at our offices.   

Project Coordinator Karla Stevens 
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Circles of Support and Change: Transferring  Rural Indigenous Practices to Other Rural Contexts 
Through the Circles of Support and Change Project, we are creating opportunities for women to 
heal and regain a collective, community sisterhood.  We are alleviating the barriers that women face day-
to-day and through this, we are supporting change and growth in all our communities.—Community 
Facilitators 

We provide support by: 
 
 Establishing partnerships and building connections for survivors in our communities to find, 

access, and navigate formal and informal resources. 
 Strengthening the capacity and resiliency of leaders in our communities to work towards grassroots 

change. 
 Creating spaces for healing from all forms of trauma in our communities and encouraging all people 

to create inclusive communities free from violence, prejudice, shame, and oppression, like racism and 
sexism. 

 Raising community awareness of gender-based violence, consent, and healthy relationships. 
 Upholding our unique community values while understanding and acting upon the Mi’kmaq 

sacred teachings of Bravery, Love, Honesty, Wisdom, Truth, Humility, Patience, and Respect. 
 Equipping survivors in our communities with skills to guide them in their healing journeys, as well as 

their supporters with skills to help restore wellness. 
 Supporting self-care practices for survivors in our communities to uplift themselves and to help 

guide one another. 

Circles of Support and Change is a project of the 
AWRCSASA working in partnership with three 
distinct, rural, underserved communities to 
develop community-led, community-based 
responses to preventing and responding to 
gender-based and sexualized violence in rural 
areas.  
 
This project is rooted in the belief that the 
knowledge as well as most appropriate and 
effective approaches for addressing gender-
based violence (GBV) and promoting healthy 
relationships are held within local communities.  
 
It builds upon learning from the community –
led, community-based, Paqtnkek Mi’kmaw 
Nation model, which has guided similar work in 
other Indigenous communities.  
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Circles of Support and Change: Transferring  Rural Indigenous Practices to Other Rural Contexts 
African Nova Scotian Communities:  Lincolnville, Sunnyville, and Upper Big Tracadie 

Our objective for the first year was to build trust 
with the members of our three communities and 
introduce the Circles project to the ANS community.  
We held many events, including:  
 Christmas caroling in our communities;  
 “Whine and Cheese” - this event/discussion had 

women of the communities “opening up” and 
communicating; 

 Craft nights which were special because they 
were community member led and empowered 
the women of our community; 

 Mental Health First Aid Training to encourage 
the well-being of our community and help  break 
the stigma of mental health issues;  

 Women’s Day Celebration “Her Story”- sharing 
stories about how women in our communities 
have impacted us; and  

 Community kitchen table talks - these sessions 
brought community together to express spiritual 
and mental health needs and their connection. 

 
Being from one of the ANS communities I 
know the lack of trust and support we 
have in service providers. Because our 
culture and past makes us feel that there 
is a lack of understanding and 
acknowledgment of our community’s 
faith, family and lifestyle. Our work is 
important that we can be an ally of 
support and change that our community 
desperately needs.—Tonya 
 
Seeing the smiling faces and having 
families engage in our events lets me 
know that I am making a difference and 
our program is helping to make our 
communities better. Defining what the 
program means specifically for our ANS 
communities takes a lot of listening to the 
needs of people. I know we are working 
towards building community-led 
responses to sexualized violence.—Tara 

Community facilitators Tonya Pelley (left) and      
Tara Reddick (centre) after a social in Lincolnville 

Participants in the “Healing Art Café” display their artwork.   
“I really enjoyed this, we should be doing more of this.” 
“I never really take the time to explore my artistic side, I guess I 
do have one.”  
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Circles of Support and Change: Transferring  Rural Indigenous Practices to Other Rural Contexts 
Canso and Surrounding Communities 

Each of the communities in this project has it’s own unique 
challenges and strengths.  The community of Canso is physically 
isolated and underserved, creating additional barriers for 
survivors accessing outside supports.  It is worth noting that the 
Circles of Support and Change project in Canso has a focus on 
both youth and seniors, bringing together both ends of the age 
spectrum.  Many activities took place throughout the year to 
identify assets and gaps, share information and resources, support 
healing and wellness, network and build community.   
 
“Survivors can be really isolated so this would be an experiment 
in a new way of connecting where survivors and their chosen 
family members pick formal and informal supporters who are 
healing or active in the community. The circle helps meet their 
needs for safety, housing, job, community support so there’s 
resistance to silencing and targeting of the survivor in the 
community, and the survivor doesn’t have to leave her 
community”  -Service Provider in Canso Area  

Some of the outcomes in Canso include: 
 Consistent increase in survivor 

disclosures which indicates trust, 
feeling safe in the circle environments 
and being ready for change; 

 More access to resources and 
services; 

 Engagement with activities has been 
high; 

 Local assets for meeting needs have 
been identified along with potential 
partners; 

 Supporter and survivor leadership; 
 Provided opportunities for survivors 

to express how community values and 
traditions both help and harm; 

 Wellness, healing and self-care 
initiatives were organized; and 

 A direct focus on healthy 
relationships for youth and bridging 
the gap between school and home. 

A sign welcomes participants to an 
International Women’s Day event at 

the Canso library  

One among the many events that took place in Canso over the year 
was a community walk to raise awareness during the “16 Days of 
Activism to End Gender-Based Violence”.  They were joined by 
community members, youth and family pets dressed in purple to 
support the event.  
 
Change needs to happen, but without talking it won’t happen. 
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Circles of Support and Change: Transferring  Rural Indigenous Practices to Other Rural Contexts 
Nova Scotia Community College Strait Area Campus 

Some of the project goals at the NSCC this year were: 
 Establishing partners, supporters, and survivor leadership 
 Engaging families and community members 
 Promoting community values in response to gender-based 

violence survivors’ and families’ need 
 Identifying local assets  
 
In order to accomplish these goals, many events were organized 
throughout the year.  They included: 
 Creation of a safe drop-in space for students and staff where they 

can access information and resources 
 Co-facilitating sessions introducing the NSCC sexual violence 

policy to new students 
 Creation of a “women in trades” lunch hour support group 
 Events and information tables as part of the “16 Days of Activism 

Against Gender-Based Violence” 
 Self-care activities during the holiday season and Valentines Day 
 A presentation on Mable Bell and information tables and events 

as part of International Women’s Week  

 
Over the year, Danielle has created a safe space on campus for 
students to access resources they otherwise would not have access to, 
as many of the students on the campus drive from rural areas.  Faculty 
have begun reaching out to Danielle for resources and support for 
pieces in their curriculum around gender-based violence.  Through 
this work campus groups such as the 2SLGBTQQIA Alliance was  
created and is being supported through campus supports community 
partnerships.   
 
The project has seen significant growth in the following areas:  
 Creating opportunities within rural communities to seek supports 
 An increase of disclosures and survivors sharing their experiences  
 Survivors and community members and have a greater 

understanding of local services and supports 
 Ongoing partnerships are being created with the Circles of 

Support project and community agencies and service providers 
 Ongoing educational opportunities for community members to 

engage in consent workshops, wellness activities, healthy 
relationship workshops.  

NSCC Community Facilitator 
Danielle Martell  

Community Facilitator Danielle 
Martell at one of many 
community information tables 
that was set up at the NSCC 
campus throughout the year 
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Antigonish Poverty Reduction Coalition 
The Antigonish Poverty Reduction Coalition (APRC) is a group of individuals and organizations working 
together to eliminate poverty in Antigonish Town and County.  The AWRCSASA has been a key voice at 
the APRC table since its inception, and Wyanne Sandler currently chairs the group.  This year the APRC 
engaged in a strategic planning process to identify our goals and workplan for the coming years.   

We also engaged with government through meetings with elected representatives.  This included a meeting 
with MLA Randy Delorey to share the findings from our People’s School on Poverty, an all-candidates 
lunch-and-learn event during the federal election campaign.  The lunch and learn was very well attended 
and was an important opportunity to hear from each of the candidates on their party’s platform s related to 
poverty reduction.  In addition, Wyanne presented on the work of the APRC and the importance of 
municipal leadership to a joint meeting of the Antigonish Town and County Municipal Councils.   

We connected and networked with local and provincial groups, and have committed to bringing together 
information related to local resources and supports to help people navigate those systems.  We also met with 
the Tamarack Institute about their “Vibrant Communities” work with poverty reduction coalitions across the 
country.   

In the context of Covid-19 we have shifted focus to advocating for a basic livable income in planning for 
economic and social recovery.   

Antigonish Food Security Coalition 
 
The Antigonish Food Security Coalition 
(AFSC) brings together individuals and      
organizations in the community who are     
concerned about food security to share        
information and to collaborate on activities 
that raise awareness about and help address 
food security.  Initiatives this year included: 

 the Food Box Program, a cost-shared 
program which saw 15 lower-income 
families receive a box of produce and 
eggs from local producers at half the 
regular cost;  

 a half-day Eat, Think, Vote event on 
food security with federal candidates 
and Feed Nova Scotia; 

 the Community Garden Box program 
provided people with community garden 
boxes; and 

 research and advocacy about food        
centres, school lunch programs, and a 
national food policy. 

“We have a vision of healthy and inclusive communities 
where everyone is able to participate fully and has access 
to opportunities and support to live with dignity and 
choice, free from inequality and poverty.  We know that 
poverty hurts all of us and eliminating it will require a 
synergy between community groups like ours, and our 
representatives at the municipal, provincial, and federal 
levels.”  - Wyanne Sandler speaking at the election forum 

Community members took part in small group discussions 
at the opening of the People’s School on Poverty.   

Federal candidates take part in an Eat, Think, Vote event 
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Working Together for Change:  

Supporting the Well-being of Women and  

Community 

The Women’s Centre takes a social determinants of health approach in looking at issues that impact 
the health and well-being of women, families, and our communities. We work with our communities, 
province and at the national level to create a healthier and more just world.  

Women’s Centre Connect 
Through Women’s Centres Connect, 
we work collaboratively as nine 
women centres across the province to 
advance the concerns of women who 
use our services and  programs.  
Connect provides an important 
opportunity for us to network, share 
information and support, engage in 
shared advocacy, and support one 
another as executive directors.   

Nova Scotia Association of Community Health Centres 
As home to Lindsay’s Health Centre for Women, the 
AWRCSASA identifies as a community health centre and is a 
member of the Nova Scotia Association of Community Health 
Centres (NSACHC). The NSACHC is a provincial voice  
for community health centres. CHCs provide interprofessional 
primary care, integrate services/programs in primary care, 
health promotion and community wellbeing, are community-
centered, actively address the social determinants of health; 
demonstrate commitment to health equity and social justice.    

The Women’s Centre participated in Community Initiatives and Events related to our work.   
 
 We participated in Climate and Democracy Week with Wyanne Sandler speaking as part of a panel 

discussion to students about the intersections between climate justice and equity, and the AWRCSASA 
organizing a community event on the same theme.  Staff and board also took place in the Climate Justice 
Walk Out and March during the same week.    

 We supported the organizing of a Green New Deal Town Hall, looking again at themes related to climate 
justice and equity.   

 We provided support to Breaking the Silence Antigonish in hosting and providing translation for Gloria 
Reyes, a Maya Achi lawyer from Guatemela who is representing a group of survivors of historical sexual 
violence in their legal case.  Staff also took part in a solidarity action to send support to the survivors in 
that case. 

 We supported the StFX Peer Support network in their advocacy with the university, in setting up their 
space, and in sharing resources and supports.   

We participated on community and regional committees: 
 
Strait Area Inter-Agency Committee on Domestic and Sexual Violence meets monthly in Por t 
Hawkesbury.  Organizational updates and emerging issues are identified at each meeting.  Circles of 
Support Community Facilitator Danielle Martell attends.    
Antigonish and Area Inter-Agency on Family Violence is comprised of representatives from local 
government and non-governmental services who respond to victims of violence and/or to perpetrators.  
Support Worker Mica Francis represents the AWRCSASA.   
Outreach Worker Marcia Connolly attends the Rural Strategic Care Network and Community Service   
Providers Network in Guysborough. These are key oppor tunities for  service providers in these rural 
communities to network and to provide a forum for opportunities to work together.   
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Building Capacity of Staff  

The Women’s Centre supports staff in attending workshops, conferences, training sessions and webinars 
that increase their knowledge about issues facing the women and youth they work with and that build their 
capacity to respond effectively.  Some of the sessions in which staff participated include the following: 

 
 GEMS Commercial Exploitation of Youth Train-the-Trainer Wyanne participated in this three-day 

comprehensive training for victim service providers, law enforcement, prosecutors, judges, mental 
health practitioners, and other allied professionals in order to increase their understanding and capacity 
to effectively serve victims and survivors of commercial sexual exploitation (CSE). 

 
 Canadian Domestic Violence Conference  Wyanne, Annie, and Katherine attended the CDVC6. The 

CDVC is held every two-years and is a national showcase of grassroots initiatives that address intimate 
partner violence. The CDVC was specifically designed to foster knowledge in bringing about effective 
interventions and conversations with women, men and children dealing with domestic violence in 
various professional contexts.  
 

 NFF (Neighbors, Friends and Family) “Make it Our Business” Training Marcia and Michelle 
attended the NFF training.  Make It Our Business provides information and education to help 
employers and other workplace stakeholders to meet their obligations under the Occupational Health 
and Safety Act. According to the Act, employers must prevent and respond to domestic violence in the 
workplace.  Make It Our Business develops resources to engage employers and other workplace 
stakeholders to prevent workplace domestic violence, to support employees at risk of or currently 
experiencing support domestic violence, and to improve workplace health and safety.  

 
 Facilitation and Conflict Mediation Training with Steve Law, a professional facilitator and conflict 

mediation consultant and specialist.  Facilitation of meetings and workshops is a skill required for any 
community-oriented work.  A solid foundation in facilitation principles and design is essential to 
creating dynamic meetings and workshops to meet the outcomes required for climate adaptation.   
Central to communication and conflict mediation it is not just what we say or communicate to others, it 
is also how we listen and hear others.  A number of staff participated in this training organized through 
Circles of Support and Change.   

 
 Women Deliver Conference Jubanti participated in the Women Deliver 2019 in Vancouver. The WD 

2019 was the world's largest conference on gender equality and the health, rights, and wellbeing of 
girls and women. The conference served as a catalyst for advocates working to achieve a more gender 
equal world.  

 
 The Neurobiology of Trauma Workshop Johannah attended a full day workshop hosted by Avalon 

sexual assault centre on the neurobiology of trauma. This workshop was helpful in providing up-to-date 
information about the neurobiological impacts that trauma can have and what that means for survivors 
of sexualized violence. 
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Funding Support 

The work we do at the Antigonish Women’s Resource Centre and Sexual Assault Services would not 
be possible without the support of our community and without the support of the foundations,  
departments of government and private donors that fund our work.   

We would like to thank all who provide support for our services and programs. 

Direct Services are funded by: 
 Nova Scotia Advisory Council on the Status of Women 
 Nova Scotia Health Authority 
 Community donations 
 
Sexual Assault Nurse Examiner Program is funded by 
 Nova Scotia Health Authority 
 
Specialized Sexualized Violence Trauma Therapy        
Program is funded by:  
 Nova Scotia Health Authority 
 
Justice Matters for Women is funded by: 
 Law Foundation of Nova Scotia 
 
Antigonish Guysborough Immigrant Support Program 
is funded by: 
 Nova Scotia Office of Immigration 
 
Healthy Relationships for Youth Program is funded by: 
 Public Health Agency of Canada 
 Nova Scotia Department of Justice Community Grants 
 Leacross Foundation 
 
Girls Taking Action is funded by: 
 Antigonish/Guysborough/Strait Richmond Community 

Health Boards 
 
Advancing Women’s Equality in Rural  Nova Scotia: 
Transforming the Context to End Sexualized Violence is 
funded by: 
 Women and Gender Equality Canada 
 
Circles of Support and Change:  Transferring           
Successful Rural Indigenous Practices to Other Rural 
Contexts 
 Women and Gender Equality Canada 
 
 

Increasing Awareness of the Criminal 
Justice System through Bystander  
Intervention Training is funded by:  
 Department of Justice Canada 
 
Summer Student positions are funded 
by: 
 Nova Scotia Department of Labour 

and Advanced Education, Canada 
Summer Jobs Program at Service 
Canada 

Community Support 

   It is with the generous, ongoing    

support provided by our community 

that we are able to do all that we do. 

♥ Thank you ♥ 
to our many individual donors 

and 

Sisters of St. Martha 

Antigonish Kinsmen Club 

Unifor Social Justice Fund 
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  Financial Overview 

The Finance Department’s job involves accounting 
for funding and expenditures in a timely and efficient 
manner along with reporting the finances to the Board 
of Directors and various funding agencies. The 
Women’s Centre funding is used to provide much 
needed support to women and their families.  

Direct services is funded by a number of agencies—
$205,715 comes from the Department of Community 
Services through the Nova Scotia Advisory Council 
on the Status of Women. The Nova Scotia Health 
Authority (NSHA) also continued its commitment to 
provide funds for our women’s support services. The 
sexual assault services annual budget of $461,024 
comes from the NSHA, enabling the Centre to 
provide the expertise and resources needed for our 
SANE and trauma therapist programs.  

Along with this government funding the Center 
continues to benefit from a supportive community 
who donate funds through the annual direct mail 
campaign along with generous donations from 
individuals and organizations. This year a local 
organization “100 Women Who Care” chose our 
Center as a recipient for their financial gift. We are 
always indebted to the community at large for its 
ongoing financial support for the work we do.  

We remain committed to youth employment which 
provides us with the benefit of having students work 
in our Center during the summer months. This is 
made possible through student funding programs run 
by the Service Canada Summer Jobs Program and the 
Nova Scotia Department of Labour and Advanced 
Education. It is federal, provincial and community 
funding that supports the ongoing work of our Center.  

 

The finance 
department was 
busy providing 
support and 
reporting for seven 
projects this year.  

The Nova Scotia 
Office of 
Immigration 
continues to 
provide funding 
for valuable work being done by the Antigonish 
Guysborough Immigrant Support Program. The Nova 
Scotia Law Foundation has been a steadfast funder, 
helping to provide stable support for our rural 
outreach program, Justice Matters for Women.  The 
federal government’s Justice Department has 
extended it’s funding for two more years to help 
ensure the sustainability of the successful  Bystander 
Intervention. The Public Health Agency of Canada 
along with a generous contribution from the Leacross 
Foundation is supporting the second year of the 
Healthy Relationships for Youth, Making the Case 
program as it starts active programing in some of the 
provincial schools. Women and Gender Equality 
(WAGE) Canada also continued their support for our 
work.  WAGE funding came to an end for the very 
successful completion of Advancing Women’s 
Equality as it overlaps with funding for Circles of 
Support and Change.   

A more detailed accounting of AWRCSASA 
finances is available in our annual financial 
report.                  

Kris Hanlon and  
Jackie Jacques 

Women's Support Program (NSHA), 
$50,000 

Other Contributions, $66,516 

Trauma Therapist (NSHA), $171,524 

Nova Scotia Advisory Council on the 
Status of Women, $205,716 

SANE: NS Health Authority, $289,500 

NS Summer Student Grants, $4,336 

Government of Canada Summer Student 
Grant, $3,611 

Community Funding, $30,550 

DIRECT SERVICES FUNDING

Circles of Support & Change
$33,850

Healthy Relationships  Making the Case
$251,380 

Antigonish Guysborough Immigrant Support Program
$66,887 

Advancing Women's Equality $139,366 

Healthy Relationships for Youth
$12,000 

Justice Matters for Women $53,014 

Bystander Intervention, $98,811 

Program Funding
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   AWRCSASA Staff 2019-2020 

Executive Director    
Wyanne Sandler 
 
Financial Administrator   
Christine Hanlon 
Bookkeeper/Admin Assistant  
Jackie Jacques 
 
Direct Services 
 Women’s Services Coordinator:  

Vangie Babin 
 
 Women’s Support Workers:  

Mica Francis  
Gisele Carpenter 

  
Justice Matters for Women   
Rural Outreach Worker:  Marcia Connolly 
 
Specialized Trauma Therapists 
Nancy Gray 
Pam Rubin 
 
Sexual Assault Nurse Examiner Program 
Program Managers:                                 
Heather Blackburn/Felicia Felix-MacDonald 
Response Site and Staff Coordinators:  
     Felicia Felix-MacDonald/Kendra 
MacEachern 
       
SANE Nurses:   

Cerina Austen 
Heather Blackburn 
Kari-Lee Chisholm MacDonald 
Felicia Felix-MacDonald 
Marilyn Grant 
Jill Leon 
Kendra MacEachern 
Heather Mosher 
Suzanne Munro-MacLean 
Kyla Neary-Griffiths 
Rachel Pellerine 
Pamela Reyes 
Maggie Smith 

Lindsay’s Health Centre for Women  
Physician:  Moira Maclean 
Nurse Practitioner:  Kathryn Boyd/Yvonne Salter 
Mental Health:  
    Jean Crosby, Cianna MacKeigan 
AWRCSASA Women’s Support Workers 
Medical Administrative Assistants:                     
Tolmie Belyea/Richelle MacLaughlin 
 
Healthy Relationships for Youth Program 
Provincial Program Coordinators:                       
Arwen Sweet/Moraig MacGillivary 
SRCE Program Coordinator: Olivia Landry 
CSAP Program Coordinator:  Sheila Booth 
 
Antigonish Guysborough Immigrant  
Support Program 
Program Coordinator: Jubanti Toppo 
 
Advancing Women’s Equality Project 
Project Coordinator: Annie Chau 
Project Assistant:  Katherine Reed 
 
Sexual Violence Prevention and Education 
Consent Education Coordinator:  Rebecca Mesay  
 
Bystander Intervention Project 
Project Coordinator: Johannah May Black 
Project Assistant:  Speireag Hendra 
 
Circles of Support and Change 
Project Coordinator: Karla Stevens 
African NS Communities Facilitators:   
Tara Reddick and Tonya Pelley 
Canso Community Facilitator: Michelle Newell 
NSCC Community Facilitator:  Danielle Martell 
 
Summer Students 
Tolmie Belyea 
Parker Poole 
 
Income Tax Program 
Peggy Chisholm 

To all our board members and our much appreciated volunteers— Thank you! 
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  Board , Volunteers, and Students       

Our Board of Directors 

2019-2020 

Jean Crosby, Co-Chair 

Meghan MacGillivary-Case, Co-Chair 

Nancy Forestell 

Naima Chowdhury 

Thea Clark 

Petra Cross 

Faye Fraser 

Olivia Hasler 

Christina Holmes 

Christine Johnson  

Cianna Mackeigan 

Meaghan MacIntyre 

Laura Pickersgill 

Hina Shehzadi 

Melaney White  

Volunteers with the Women’s Centre 
 
The work of our volunteers help make it possible to 
accomplish all that we do.  We thank the dedicated 
group of women and service learning students who 
helped with office support, fundraising, facilitating 
programs, organizing events, and supporting projects. 
 
We thank our students and community members who 
helped with office tasks on a weekly basis:  
Rachel Albert 
Najlaa Alzaanin 
Laura Scadding 
Clarissa de Young 
Autumn Smiley 
Quinn Correll 
Iffat Sohi 

Students 
We value all the students who lend time 
and thought to research and other       
projects in collaboration with the   
Women’s Centre. 
 
Parker Poole 
Tolmie Belyea 
Riley Wolfe 

We appreciated our two wonderful summer students, 
Tolmie Belyea (above) and Parker Poole (above, right). 
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Contact Us 
 
Antigonish Women’s Resource Centre 
& Sexual Assault Services Association 

 
204 Kirk Place, 219 Main Street 

Antigonish, Nova Scotia  B2G 2C1 
 

Telephone: 902-863-6221 
 

Email: info@awrcsasa.ca 
 

www.awrcsasa.ca 
 


